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down their lost beasts and follow in our trail. They might as
well have made a clean breast of their plans, which were too
obvious to call for comment. They would have to-day for
another long pursuit of the elusive Oryx and—most signifi-
cant of all—our future plans could be reconsidered if they
failed again. By nightfall we would still be near enough to
water to go back and, viewed in the light of such a pact, the
developments of the day fall into a clearer, if ominous, per-
spective. Meanwhile there was nothing to be done but to
make the best of a bad situation and hope for the best. But
I did privately register the hope that Zayid and ?Ali might
not meet with success in their selfish quest. So we started
off on our fifth day's march with Farraj riding the animal
that carried my boxes, Ibn Humaiyid as guide and Salih in
attendance. All went merrily enough and we joked and
laughed, nominating Farraj to the Amirate, left vacant by
the desertion of Zayid, and Salih as his deputy. And I
offered to wager a large sum that the hunters would return
disappointed. Meanwhile we could be happy without their
company. And we were happy enough as we struck out over
the bare, easy, rolling downs, streaked at wide intervals with
ridges of sand so low as to be scarcely perceptible. Farraj
characteristically made the most of his uncomfortable
perch on my boxes as evidence of his will to service ; and I
chaffed him, pointing out how he dominated us all as from
a throne raised aloft. How well it would be, I said, if we
could always march thus without Zayid and 'Ali ! You and
Salih could take it in turns each day to be our leader and ride
upon the throne, as rode the Arab virgins in the good old
days in a litter leading their tribal warriors into battle. I
am content, Salih interposed hastily, to leave that honour
to Farraj, and I can serve you better catching lizards for you
or turning aside with you to collect rooks and shells—and
perhaps flints—from the bare valley-bottoms on the way.
And at intervals, when the conversation flagged, they would
strike up their barren singing to break the silence of the
desert.
After an hour we passed into Qasba Hawaya, and they
pointed out to me the dried-up stubble of the Qasofo grass

